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YOU ARE WHAT YOU WE!Jl William Thourlby,
a fashion consultant and fonner model who describes
himself as a .. .,..'ardrobe architecl" will lecture at 8 p.m.
Tuesda)' (March 1) in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union on the topic "You Are What You
Wear."
In his lecture, Thourlby, who is perhaps best known

as the original "Marlboro Man," will examine what
messages clothing sends to other persons and how to
manage those messages. As he says: "When you come
into a room. people who don't know you will make at
least IO decisions about }'ou based solely on your appearance. To succeed in just about any endeavor. you
must he sure that these decisions about you are

fa\•orable. And this you can do by learning to package
yourself appropriately for your chosen field."
Currently Thourlby teaches a course entitled
"Impression Management" at Emory University in
Georgia and is a syndicated newspaper columnist and
the owner of a chain of clothing stores.

Visiting 'Falstaff' tries to live his opera part
theater at Ball State University, Ewart
is spending his winter break in
Bowling Green as a guest artist and
stage director for the opera which will
be presented March 4 and 6 in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center and March 12 in Lorain's
Palace Theater.
Ewart previously has conducted
such musicals as "Sweet Charity"
and has staged a number of operas at
Ball State, including "Carmen,"
"Elixir of Love" and "Fedora."
A professional singer in New York
City during the sixties, he has studied
and performed with Leonard
Bernstein, Leopold Stokowsky, Aaron
Copland and Gregg Smith.
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
Since leaving New York he has
OPPORTUNITIES
'Indicates that an internai'candidate from continued to appear as a soloist and
the department is bidding and being
in musical theater productions, but
considered for the position.
his forthcoming appearance in "The
Merry Wives of Windsor" is his first
NEW VACANCIES
time in the Falstaff role.
Posting Expiration Date: Monday, March 7,
Ewart says Sir John is a humorous
1983
character
because he takes himself
3·7·1
Custodial Worker
very
seriously
though none of the
Pay Range 2
other characters do.
Student Recreation Center
"Sir John sees himself as a Don
3-7·2
Secretary 1
Juan," Ewart says. "He can't see
Pay Range 26
himself as the fat, drunken, sloppy,
Center for Archival Collections
sm1>'':· person that he is, and he
doesn't realize that the other
3-7-3
Storekeeper 1
characters are plotting against him."
Pay Range 25
School of Technology
Permanent part-time

"I don't think my barber will speak
to me when I see him in March," says
Dr. Phillip Ewart, who is directing and
singing in the University Opera
Theatre production of "The Merry
Wives of Windsor."
Ewart has grown a full white beard,
letting his usual "crew-cut" hair grow
out in order to portray· the robust, fun
loving Sir John Falstaff, the opera's
main character.
The director of opera and musical

Employment
Opportunities

3-7-4

Typist 1
Pay Range 3
College of Musical Arts

CONTINUED VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: Monday, Feb. 28,
1983
2-28-1

2·28-2

2-28-3

•Administrative Assistant 1
Pay Range 28
Management Center
Clerk 1
Pay Range 2
Parking and Traffic
Permanent part-time
Cook 1

Pay Range 3
University Union
Permanent part-time
2·28-4

2-28-5

2-28-6

Sales Clerk 2
Pay Range 4
University Bookstore
Telephone Operator 1
Pay Range 3
Telecommunications
Nine-month full-time
Typist 2
Pay Range 4
Telecommunications

The opera, which is based on the
Shakespearean play, revolves around
the antics of Sir John when he sends
identical love letters to two married
women who happen to be neighbors
and best friends.
"He's so stupid he doesn't realize
they are going to compare the
letters," Ewart added. The two women
combine forces to plot against him.
Ewart contends he did not
intentionally gain weight for the part,
but he admits it was a good excuse
for not going on a diet after the
holidays.
"I have put on-a little weight;
however, in the play it says he is two
yards around and I'm still going to
have to be padded," he said.
Ewart says it is challenging to both
direct and act in a production - a
task he had never undertaken before.
"Directing is a lot like painting a
picture with people and it's hard at
times to see what the picture looks
like when you're in it," he said.
The director adds that he also had
to put forth more time and energy
because of working with two different
casts.
A student cast will give one
performance in Kobacker Hall and a
faculty cast will perform at Kobacker
and also in Lorain.

New system in place

Faculty play greater role in budget planning
New budgeting procedures which
increase the role of the faculty in the
budget-making process have been
instituted by President Olscamp-.
The new system, which utilizes
committee-based planning that
begins at the departmental level in
the formulation of both operating and
capital budgets, takes effect
immediately as budgets are being set
for the 1983-84 academic year. Once
in place, the new method of planning
will focus attention on a three-year
operating budget cycle and a five-year
capital spending plan.
Because this is the first year for
the plan and because the academic
year is already more than half over,
however, the budgeting system is
being implemented only in part this
year. The operating budget planning
system this year will involve only the
submission of budget requests for
1983-84, and the capital budgeting
process, which for the next biennium
is already near completion, will not be
implemented until next year.
Academic personnel requests for
1983-84 also have already been
submitted. The two main committees ·
charged with formulating a capital
budget in future years will, however,
review the 1983-85 capital budget
plan this spring and make
recommendations on that plan prior
to its submission to the Board of
Trustees.
Those two committees, which
henceforth will have primary
responsibility for recommending both
operating and capital budgets to the
president, are the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee, to be chosen by
the senate, and the University Budget
Committee, to be chaired by the vice
president for academic affairs and to
include all other vice presidents as
members.
But even before those committees
begin their deliberations, a number of
other groups (primarily faculty in the
academic areas) will have made their

Dr. Phillip Ewart as Falstaff

Ewart says "The Merry Wives of
Windsor" will appeal to audiences of
all ages. He added that it is an
excellent production to introduce
opera to people who have never gone
before.
"Many people assume operas are
all blood and guts with screaming
sopranos and dying baritones, but
this opera is slapstick; it's like the
three stooges,'' he said.

'Merry Wives of Windsor' to be staged March 4, 6, 12
A cast of faculty and students will
present "The Merry Wives of
Windsor," a comic opera about
marriage, romance and deception,
March 4 and 6 in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The company will give a third
performance of the opera in the
Firelands area on March 12 at the
Palace Theater in Lorain.
Written by the 19th century German
composer Otto Nicholai, the
production is based on the
Shakespearean play of the same
name and follows the misadventures
of Sir John Falstaff who is "taught a
lesson" for sending crude love letters

to married women by Mrs. Ford and
her friend Mrs. Page.
The production, to be sung in
English, will be conducted by
Grzegorz Nowak, director of
orchestral activities, and directed by
visiting professor Dr. Phillip Smith
Ewart, director of opera and musical
theater at Ball State University. Ewart
will appear as Falstaff in the opera.
Also cast in leading roles are
sopranos Virginia Starr, music
performance studies, and junior
music major Barbara Yeichner of
Galion, who win portray Mrs. Ford.
Barbara Lockard, music performance
studies, and Lee Starr, a graduate

music student from Columbus, will
share the role of Mrs. Page. Senior
music major Marc Semrow of Bowling
Green and Rex Eikum, music
performance studies, have been cast
in the role of Fenton.
Curtain time for the opera theater
production is 8 p.m. March 4 and 3
p.m. March 6. The Lorain performance
is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the Bowling Green
performances can be purchased at
the Moore Musical Arts Center box
office between 10 a.m and 2 p.m. or
reserved by calling the 24-hour ticket
hotline at 372-0171.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for
senior citizens and students.

Nominations sought for first Ferrari Award
Last spring the Board of Trustees
approved the creation of an annual
award in honor of Dr. Michael Ferrari
who served as interim president in
1981-82, and this spring the person
who will receive the first Ferrari
Awarti is being sought.
Nominations are now being

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions have been authorized:
School of Art: Visiting artistnecturer - graphic design. Contact search
committee/design, Schoo! of Art (2-2786). Deadline: March 1, 1983
Education: Director, Clinical Laboratory. Contact Robert Reed, chair, screening
committee (2-0151). Deadline: April 1, 1983
Arelands: Instructor/assistant professor, applied science. Contact Algalee Adams
(93-229). Deadline: March 1, 1983
Home Economies: Chair. Contact Sandra Packard (2-0151). Deadline: March 1. 1983
Medical Record Administration: Director. Contact Edward Morgan (2-0242). Deadline:
March 1, 1983
Music Composition and History: Instructor of jazz studies. Contact JaFran Jones
(2-2181). Deadline: March 1. 1983
Music Educatlon:.String specialist, instructor or assistant pr{)fessor (anticipated).
Contact Mark Kelly (2-2181). Deadline: April 11, 1983
Music Performance Studies: Instructor or assistant professor of trombone. Contact
Edwin Betts (2-2181). Deadline: April 1, 1983
Student Affairs: Vice president. Contact Gerald Saddlemire. chair, search and
screening committee (2-0151). Deadline: March 16. 1983
The following contract positions have been approved:
Athletics: Head softball coach. Also, head volleyball coach. Contact carole Huston
(2-2401). Deadline: March 31, 1983
De1elapmental Lumlng Center: Counselor. Contact Jack Taylor (2-0357). Deadline:
March 7, 1983
•:I

accepted for the 1983 Ferrari Award
which will honor a University
administrator for exceptional
performance and ability to relate to
the campus community.
Faculty, staff and students are
invited to nominate individuals for the
award, which will be an original work
of art to be presented at the opening
convocation for the 1983-84 academic
year.
All administrative staff members
(non-faculty, contract) who have been
an employee for at least one contract
year are eligible for the award.
Selection, to be made by a committee
comprised only of administrative
staff, will be based upon the
following criteria:
- Innovation and initiative,
including the formulation and
implementation of creative new ideas
designed to improve the work - - · ·
environment, save time andlor money
and, in general, contribute to the
better overall efficiency and
effectiveness of the University;
- Emphasis on the human
dimension, demonstrating genuine
sensitivity to others;
- Performance. above and beyond
. that req1,1ir~ by th~. position and
including acceptal')ce of special
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projects, additional responsibilities,
service in professional organizations
or recognition brought to the
University through receipt of grants or
through publications;
- Relationship with the University
community and ability to effectively
interact with faculty, staff and/or
students in a respective area and on
campus in general.
Nomination forms are being mailed
to all administrative staff and also
are available in the Office of
Registration and Records, University
Bookstore, University Union lobby,
Office of Student Organizations and
New Student Programs, Graduate
Student Senate office and Faculty
Senate office.
Nominations must be submitted to
Gregg OeCrane, chair of the award
committee, 405 Student Services
Bldg., before April 1, 1983. An award
recipient will be selected by May 1.
Questions about the nomination or
selection procedures should be
directed to DeCrane or to any other
member of the award committee:
Norma Stickler, academic affairs;
Michelle Wolf, biological sciences;
Or. Judi Roller, registration and
•
r~rds, and John Buckenmyer,
bookstore.

Leepy Memorial Fund
to support library

;

.

The Paul F. Leedy Memorial Fund
has ~n established by the
University to support the humanities
and jazz holdings of the Jerome
Library.
Leedy, who died Feb. 18, directed
the University library for 18 years and
was a former English faculty member
and provost.
"Dr. Leedy directed the library
through a period of significant growth
and expansion and always had a
deep concern for the library as the
academic center of campus," said Dr.
Dwight Burlingame, dean of libraries
and learning resources.
"This fund was created to honor. Dr.
Leedy's many contributions to
learning on this campus, specifically
in the area of his scholastic specialty,
the humanities, and his lifetime
interest In jazz," Burlingame said.
Leedy was well known for his
lectures on jazz to area groups and
was considered an authority on the
subject. ·
Contributions to the Leedy Fund
Can be made thri>ugh the University
. Foundation, Inc. a~ the Mileti Alumni.
Center.

recommendations for an academic
plan for the University.
According to the president's
guidelines, the following system will
be in place for academic operating
budgets, which have been newly
defined to encompass all costs
associated with the day-to-day
operation of the University including personnel budgets:
- Each department will establish
a Committee for the Operating
Budget (COB) either by election or
appointment. The departmental COB
will set priorities within the area and
devise a three-year operating plan
which includes annual staffing and
operating needs.
- A Collegiate Committee for the
Operating Budget (CCOB) will be
established for each college and
autonomous school, with members to
be elected from chairs, directors and
program heads in the college or
school. Deans will be non-voting, exofficio members of these committees.
The CCOB will study departmental
plans, establish priorities for
departments In light of college-wide
policies and needs and formulate a
three-year plan for the college or
autonomous school. Following review
by the dean or director, the proposed
collegiate plan will be forwarded to
the University Budget Committee
(UBC) and the Faculty Senate Budget
Town Room, University Union;
- The UBC and FSBC will jointly
work out an operating budget and
three-year academic plan for the
University. The budget will be for one
year, as is required to implement the
first year of the three-year plan.
- The FSBC and UBC will present
the three-year plan and operating
budget to the president, with
disagreements between the two
committees identified. The president
will seek to reconcile those
differences and will present the threeyear plan and the operating budget to
the trustees (this year in June;
henceforth in May).
- The three-year plan, if approved
by the Board of Trustees, will serve
as an institutional plan fo·r the
academic community and will include
the approved annual budget for the
first year of the plan which will
constitute a spending plan; each
budget administrator will be expected
to spend no more than the budgeted
amount.
Non-academic areas of the
University will prepare annually only a
one-year operating budget proposal
and, where appropriate, a five-year
capital plan, according to guidelines
developed by their specificJine
officer. The UBC and FSBC will
review these proposals and then
present non-academic operating and
capital budget proposals to the
president, who will then submit
budget recommendations as part of
the overall University budget proposal
to the Board of Trustees.
The capital budget planning
system, which will be implemented
next year, Is similar to that for
academic budgets:
- Beginning In the 1983-84
academic year, each CCOB will
present a five-year collegiate Capital
plan, Including a cost analysis
prepared by the University architect,
to Its respective dean or autonomoqs

~ ~lrector...

- After review and
recommendation by the dean or
director, the capital plan will be
submitted to a University Capital
Budget Planning Committee (UCBPC)
to be chaired by the vice president for
academic affairs and include as
members the executive vice provost
for planning and budgeting, vice
president for business operations,
vice preside11t for student affairs, the
dean of the Graduate College, five
faculty chosen by the Faculty Senate,
one student chosen by the
Undergraduate Student Government
and one student chosen by the
Graduate Student Senate.
The UCBPC will review collegiate
plans, incorporate them into a
University plan with priorities and
submit the plan to the UBC and the
FSBC.
- Both the UBC arid the FSBC
will review the recommendations of
the UCBPC and issue
recommendations to the president,
who will seek to reconcile any
differences.
- The president will present the

capital plan to the Board of Trustees
each year at its May meeting.
Capital requests generated in the
non-academic areas will be forwarded
to the area vice president with a cost
analysis prepared by the University
architect. Each vice president will
consolidate requests within the area,
establish priorities and recommend a
plan to the UCBPC, which will
incorporate them into the overall
University plan.
Once established, operating budget
planning will begin on Jan. 1 each
year with the formation of
departmental committees on the
operating budget, which will be
required to submit their budget plan
to the collegiate committee by Feb. 1.
Operating budget recommendations
will be submitted to the Board of
Trustees at its May meeting.
Capital budget planning will
likewise begin early in the year, with
collegiate units required to submit
their five-year capital plan, updated
annually, to the respective dean or
director by Feb. 1 and the president
to make recommendations to the
trustees in May.

Annual Academic Operating Budget Planning System
DePartmental committees tor the Operating Budget <COB>
Department

Department

Department

Department

Planning & Budget
Office provides
revenue estimates

Feb.15

Mardl15

PreSident

Boan:! of Trustees

Apnl 15

May eoan:I Meeting

capttal BUCl9et Planning ProceSS
Flow Chart
Academic

Department
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Treasurer
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May Board II! !ting
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LIBRARY PATROL. Seven students have been
hired by the Jerome Library and trained by Campus
Safety and Security to ensure the safety and security of

library patrons and materials and to help direct people
through the library.
While on duty the student "monitors," who wear
brown vests with BGSU patches and picture IDs, are

responsible for enforcing the library's new eating.
drinking and smoking policies which limit those activities to the snack room and restrooms.
To further encourage compliance with the new rules,
the library also is making improvements in the snack
room area. including adding more seats and installing
a smoke-eater.

Education professor seeks orphan emigrants
So he applied for, and was granted,
a Faculty Improvement Leave to
examine original documents in
Canada and England. With about
$1,500 in departmental, college and
faculty research grants, he spent a
week in late August at the National
Archives of Canada in Ottawa In
September he was in England,
pouring through records of the British
Museum Library and other libraries
with extensive government holdings.
In addition, through arrangements
made by a colleague, Phillips was
able to interview several people in
their 80s and 90s who gave him firsthand accounts of the latter stages of
Britain's child emigration period that
peaked in the 1800s.
During his final week in England
Phillips came across a most
serendipitous find. While rummaging
through records of the Royal
Philanthropic Society, he found a
ledger of letters written by emigrant
boys living in Oswego, N.Y.
Why New York? To Phillips'
knowledge, the Philanthropic Society
did not send youngsters to the United
States. Did they somehow arrive in
Oswego via Canada, or were some of
these children actually sent to the
United States?

Those are questions that Phillips
plans to pursue in future research
projects. He is hoping to publish
these letters.and others from
emigrant children in collaboration
with Gillian Wagner, a British writer
who recently published "Children of
the Empire," a book about emigrant
children.
The Philanthropic Society, founded
in 1788, is important to any study of
child emigration because the society
operated reformatory schools in
England during the early and middle
19th century and many of the ·
schools' "graduates" became
emigrees to countries around the
world, Phillips said. The society
encouraged its former wards to write
of their adventures and these letters
reveal a great deal about their
hardships and trials, as well as their
joys.
But there were also more
emigrants. During the 1800s,
England's cities were teeming with
vagrants and orphans, a situation
which became somewhat of a
problem. Many led terrible lives as
they were picke~ up off the streets
and sold into slavery and sent to the
colonies. Others were victims of
Britain's harsh penal system, which

I

. '

Fifty-three faculty will be on leave for all
Dr. Edward D. Ascus, special education, decisions;
Dr. V.N. Krishnan, economics, spring
or part of the 1983-84 academic year as
spring semester, for research and study to
semester, to study computer application
part of the University's Faculty
develop expertise in school psychology,
for managerial economics and economic
Improvement Leave program.
special education, non-discriminatory
development;
Initiated in 1977-78, the leave program is assessment, multicultural teaming,
Dr. Richard Kruppa, technology, spring
designed to encourage professional
computer utilization 1n school psychology
semester,
to develop computer-assisted
development of the faculty through
and special education, and working with
instruction
knowledge and skills;parents of handicapped children;
advanced study. Leaves are granted to
Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster, computer
tenured faculty with seven or more years
Dr. Margy Gerber, German and Russian,
science, spring semester, for research on
of service at Bowling Green for both
academic year, for research on the
routing algorithms for packet-switching
development and research-related
evolution of the theory and practice of
networks;
,
activities.
socialist realism in the German
Dr. Michael Marsden, popular culture,
The following faculty will participate in
Democratic Republic;
summer, to either participate in a postthe leave program in 1983-84:
Dr. Stuart Givens, history, spring
doctoral fellowship program offered by the
Dr. Patrick Alston, history, spring
semester, to update the written history of
Society for Values in Higher Education to
semester, for intensive Japanese language the University;
study cross-disciplinary topics in the
study, either in Japan with a Japan
Dr. Herbert Greenberg, speech
humanities or to study fairs, festivals and
Foundation Fellowship or at the University communication, spring semester, to
celebrations in the Midwest;
of California, Berkeley;
conduct research on acoustic immittanca
Robert Mazur, art, spring semester, for
Dr. Frank Baldanza, English, academic
at Kresge Hearing Research Institute;
research in impasto painting techniques;
year, for research and study of Canadian
Cynthia Groat, biological sciences,
Dr. Charles McCaghy, sociology, spring
literature;
spring semester, to work and study with
semester,
to be a visiting scholar at the
Dr. Michael Bradie, philosophy,
William Evans, executive director of
Australian Institute of Criminology;
academic year or spring semester, to
Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute in
Dr. Richard Messer, English, fall
research the "Metaphorical Structure of
San Diego;
semester, for research and writing on
Dr. Theodore Groat; sociology, spring
Evolutionary Theory;"
John Fowles:
Dr. Bartley Brennan, legal studies,
semester, for research and work on a
Dr. Fred Miller, philosophy, academic
spring semester, to conduct research for a book Fenility and Family Planning: An
year,
for a research project on "A
Legal Environment of Business textbook
Interdisciplinary Perspective;
Classical Foundation for Individual
and related course materials;
Dr. Arjun Gupta, mathematics and
Rights;"
Dr. M. Neil Browne, economics, fall
statistics, fall semester, for research in
Dr. Paul Mueller, finance and insurance,
multivariate statistical analysis;
semester, for research and study on the
fall semester, for research on the
Dr. Mear1 Guthrie, business education,
topic "Active Learning in Introductory
evaluation of the efficiency of the stock
Social Science Courses;"
fall semester, to survey collegiate
options market;
Dr. Richard Burke, educational
business education department facilities
Dr. Z. Michael Nagy, psychology, fall
foundations and inquiry, fall semester, for and equipment and education needed in
semester,
for research on
business offices;
advanced study in the field of mental
psychobiological studies of learning and
health in education;
Dr. John Hiltner, gerontology, spring
memory in developing animals;
Dr. Antonio Buron, romance languages,
semester, to develop additional expertise
Otto Ocvirk, art, spring semester. for
fall semester, for research in Spain on
in the area of long-term care/nursing home
investigation
and application of multiple
Spain's demographic experience in the
administration;
·
stone sculpture;
West Indies and completion of a textbook,
Dr. Harry Hoemann, psychology,
Dr. Jaak Panksepp, psychology, spring
Cultura y Civilizacion de Mexico y el
academic year, for research on the
semester, for research on emotions and
Caribe;
development of communication skills in
diabetes;
Dr. John Chun, humanities, Firelands,
children born profoundly deaf;
Dr. Ronald Partin, educational
Dr. Charles Holland, mathematics .and
academic year, for research on Moby Dick;
foundations
and inquiry, for research and
Ronald Coleman, art, fall semester, to
statistics, academic year, for research on
writing
of
a
book,_Time
Management for
study computer/video graphics in the
ordered groups;
Educators;
creation ol aesthetic graphic forms,
Dr. Peggy !shier, educational curriculum
Dr. Adella Peters, educational
and instruction, fall semester, for
individual style and personal statement;
foundations and inquiry, spring semester,
Dr. Charles Crow, English, spring
investigation of current practices and
for a comparative education review and
semester, for research on "Home and
research in the areas of instruction and
update;
Transcendence in California Fiction;"
evaluation;
Dr. Peter Pinto, management, one
Rex Elkum. music performance studies,
Dr. Louis Katzner, philosophy, academic
semester to develop and test a
year or one semester, for research on
academic year, to study style Jnd
computerized procedure for solving
Interpretation of 20th century
justice, rights and the individual;
general class· scheduling and to develop
British/Australian solo art songs with
Dr. Stu.rt Keeley, psychology, fall
oomputerized procedures for use in ..
individual composers and/or lea.ding living semester, to evaluate re~~ch literature
.te&ctitng prQ<ll.!ct~1H>peratlons
·
··' ·' eiipof'ients of their art; ·
. '
·. · ·. ·. .·. · .retev1111t to div~lated .c.h.1~. ~1.!$t~Y.

TO: The l)niversity Community
.The purp?se of this let.ter is to announce the formation of a Universitycommittee to examine and review the Student Code. The student body
profile and local, state, and federal laws have changed since the present
Code was formulated, suggesting a complete study.
·
. ~urthermore, re~ponses to changes proposed earlier this year have
indicated that a different review process is desired. Since the Student Code
has an effect on us all, we feel that a broadly-based committee
rep.r~sentative of the University Community should participate in the
rev1s_io.n process. This committee will include students, faculty, staff,
administrators and a representative of the City of Bowling Green. Actual
membership will be announced soon.
vye awee as recently proposed, and we hope you will also, that the
University should be able to deal swiftly through summary suspension with
individuals who cause a threat to themselves or others and that
misdemeanors which occur off campus should be dealt with by civil
authorities. Furthermore, the Student Code should be made consistent with
the Ohio Revised Code, and should also serve the educational mission of
• the University. We plan to bring these latter issues to the Board of Trustees
in March.
w1d~

Sincerely,
Paul J. Olscamp
President, BGSU
Karen Aldred
President, Graduate Student Senate
Everett Gallagher
President, Undergraduate Student
Government

Hearings set on proposals
for Academic Charter-revision

Improvement leaves awarded to 53 faculty

{

their students submit an ethnic-oriented folk art project for the competition. Entries may include, but are
not limited to, architecture, art. rostuming. criticism,
crafts, cuisine, dance, festivals, furnishings, jewelry,
music, literature, philosophy and poetry.
Completed works are being accepted now in the
ethnic studies department office, 117 Shatzel Hall,
where additional infonnation is available.

Student Code to be reviewed

On leave in England

Dr. Trevor Phillips does not
consider himself a "researcher," at
least not in the conventional sense.
As a professor of educational
foundations and inquiry, he has
always tried to keep current with new
and improved methods of
undergraduate teaching. Since 1967
he has edited the journal New
Directions in Teaching, which, until it
ceased publication last summer, had
a high readership among educators.
But in 1981 Phillips came across a
reference to the emigration of
children from England - more than
100,000 vagrant or orphan youngsters,
ages six to 18, sent to Canada, and
thousands more sent to all corners of
the British Empire - that sparked his
research interest.
After all, he was an emigrant
himself, born in England and moving
to Canada as a youngster (his
circuinsfances were different than
those of the children he studied; he
sailed to Canada first class on the
S.S. Aquitania).
He began checking libraries to
learn all he could about the homeless
children. "I became totally engrossed
in these children," he recalled, but
literature on the subject was, at best,
sparse.

ETHNIC ARTS PRIZE TO BE AWARDED. April
4 is the deadline for students to submit completed
works for the Flora Bloch Ethnic Arts Award, which includes a $250 first prize, a $100 second prize and a
$50 third prize.
• Dr. Robert L. Perry, ethnic studies, chairs the
awards committee, which will judge entries to the competition. Perry said faculty are encouraged to have

management;
Frances Povslc, library, academic year,
for research on Eastern Europe in
children's literature: a comprehensive
research bibliography of children's fiction
in English;
•.
Dr. Donald Ragusa, psychology, fall
semester, for study in the theory of
measurement. the multiple regression
theory and applications, motivation and
stress factors of work, and computer
knowledge;
Dr. Victor Repp, technology, spring
semester, for curriculum upgrading in
selected manufacturing technologies;
Dr. V. Frederick Rickey, mathematics
and statistics, academic year, for research
on the history of logic and mathematics;
Dr. Robert Romans, biological sciences,
fall semester, for research and writing on
fossils of Ohio;
Dr. Rene Ruiz, romance languages,
spring semester, for research and writing
on distinguished philosophers in the
Spanish-speaking world;
Dr. Klaus Schmidt, German and
Russian, academic year, for research for a
series of conceptual glossaries and a ·
conceptual dictionary of Medieval German
epics of the High Courtly period;
Dr. Wei Shih, applied statistics and
operations research, one semester, for a
Fulbright senior lectureship in the
People's Republic of China or study of
recent developments in applications and
certain algorithms in network
programming;
Dr. Marilyn Solt, English, academic year,
for research on Canadian children's
literature in English;
Dr. Daniel Tutolo, educational
curriculum and instruction, fall semester,
for an observational study of beginning
reading/writing programs in Italy;
Dr. James Wilcox, speech
communication, spring semester, for
research on recurring analogies in
reformist and revolutionary rhetoric in
social movements of the 1960s and 1970s;
Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English, spring
semester, for research and writing on
Thomas DeOuincey's criticism of the
poetry of William Wordsworth and a
critical assessment of the film work of
Eva Marie Saint;
Dr. Wamtn Wolle. romance languages,
academic year, for a study.of French·
Canadian
literature
and culture. . ,
.
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University Union (Copy of proposal to
be distributed to faculty early in the
week);
Tuesday, March 15 - Hearing on
academic program proposal, 10:30
a.m. to noon, McFall Center Assembly
Room;
Wednesday, March 16 - Hearing
on academic program proposal, 4-5:30
p.m., Campus Room, University Union;
Thursday, March 17 Presentation/discussion of the
proposed Faculty Contract Manual
aspects, 2:30-4:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room (Copy of proposal to
be distributed to faculty earlier in
week);
Monday, March 21 - Hearing on
faculty contract aspects primarily, but
discussion may continue on
academic programs, 4-5:30 p.m., Town
Room, University Union;
Tuesday, March 22 - Firelands
hearing (at Firelands College), 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.;
Thursday, March 24 - Hearing on
any aspect of revision, 10:30 a.m.,
Town Room, University Union;
Wednesday, April 6 - Hearing on
any aspect, 4 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room;
Thursday, April 7 - Hearing on any
aspect, 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
McFall Center Assembly Room, and
again from 3-5 p.m. in the Assembly
Room.
In addition to the all-faculty
hearings in which Faculty Senators
may participate, the senate will meet
to discuss the charter revisions at
Administrative staff have been
2:30 p.m. in the McFall Center
granted the same library borrowing
Assembly Room on the following
privileges as faculty, effective Feb. 1.
dates:
The new policy will allow all
Tuesday, March 8 - Special
administrative staff to borrow a book
hearing;
from one of the University libraries for
Tuesday, March 15 - Official
an entire semester. Previously the
meeting Y!ith hearing;
borrowing time had been limited to
Tuesday, March 22 - Special
two weeks.
hearing;
All books borrowed for a semester
Tuesday, April 5 - Special hearing;
will, however, be subject to a recall
Tuesday, April 12 - Official
policy which stipulates that materials
meeting to vote.
The locations for the March 8 and
needed by someone else must be
returned within a reasonable period of March 22 meetings have changed
time. The same policy Is enforced for
since announced last week in
~II borrowers.
• .. MON.ITOR.

The entire m9nth of March will be
devoted to faculty and Faculty Senate
discussion of draft proposals for
revision of the University Charter, and
the committee charged with revising
the document has set a series of
hearings on those drafts in which all
faculty are encouraged to participate.
Dr. Betty van der Smissen, health,
physical education and recreation
and chair of the charter revision
committee, emphasized that nothing
has yet been finalized in the revision
process and said faculty input is
urgently needed by the committee as
it continues its work.
The draft proposals to be
discussed at the hearings this month
focus on the key aspects of the
proposed changes, she said, noting
that all faculty will receive advance
copies of the proposals to be
debated. A package which will
include all parts of the proposed
charter revisions, based on previous
input, will be mailed to faculty during
the spring break, van der Smissen
added'.
Following is a schedule of the allfaculty charter hearings in March and
early April:
Thursday, March 10 Presentation/discussion of the
proposed academic programs
revision, 2:30-4:30 p.m., Town Room,

Administrators have
new library privilege

Committee begins search
for assistant A & S dean
Dr. Thomas Anderson, geography,
has been named to chair a search
and screening committee charged
with identifying and recommending
candidates for the position of
assistant dean in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The search for an assistant dean,
to succeed Ors. Allen Kepke, current
associate dean, and Kenneth
Rothrock, current acting assistant
dean, will be conducted within the
college. Both Kepke and Rothrock
have requested reassignment to fulltime teaching effective with the fall
semester 1983. Kepke has been in the
college office 13 years and Rothrock
the past three.
Applicants for the assistant dean's
position should send a current
resume and three current letters of
recommendation to Anderson, in care

Women's studies
sponsors competition
The women's studies program is
offerjng $100 cash prizes for the best
undergraduate and best graduate
entries in its annual manuscript
competition.
The "Women's Studies Alumni
Prize" will be awarded for the best
scholarly manuscripts illuminating
the lives, roles, achievements and
status of women - past or present.
Faculty and staff are encouraged to
invite students to enter the
competition. Manuscripts submitted
for the contest may be original
material written for the prize
competition or works prepared for a
class. Only previously unpublished
entries will be accepted.
The deadline to submit an entry,
including an original and one copy, is
5 p.m. Monday, March 21. All
manuscripts must range in length
from 1,200 to 8,700 words and may be
in the form of an essay, research
paper, critique or philosophical
argument. Entries will be judged by a
jury of University faculty with student
representation.
For further information call the
women's studies office, 372-2620.

of the college office, no later than
March 21. Applicants should hold a
probationary or tenured faculty
appointment in a department or
school in the College of Arts and
Sciences and a terminal degree in an
academic discipline.
The assistant dean's position
encompasses providing general
supervision/direction, assessment
and development of college-based,
student-centered programs and
includes academic advising, student
recruitment, alumni involvement and
academic appeal proceedings. The
assistant dean will coordinate the
work of the college advising staff and
will be expected to retain a 50
percent teaching load during the
academic year while maintaining a
reasonable level of scholarly/creative
activity.
The committee will recommend five
unranked candidates for the position
to Dr. Kendall Baker, dean, who will
make the final selection. In addition
to Anderson the committee includes
Dr. Fred Miller, philosophy; Dr. David
Newman, chemistry; ()arlene Thomas,
arts and sciences, and Dr. Denise
Trauth, speech communication.

Nominees sought
for service awards
Faculty and staff who know seniors
who have given distinguished service
to the University during their college
careers are encouraged to nominate
those students for the Distinguished
Service Award.
Any student who graduates in the
1982-83 academic year is eligible for
consideration for the award, which
recognizes seniors for their "high
character and outstanding service
contributions to the University
through one or more areas of
service."
Nomination forms are available in
305 Student Services Bldg. or by
calling 372-2147. The absolute
deadline for receipt of all
nominations is 5 p.m. Wednesday,
March 16.

Administrative Staff Council
Philip Mason, assistant to the
president who will serve as a
communication liaison between the
Administrative Staff Council and
President Olscamp, reported on the
president's plans for revising the
Academic Charter, the merit
allocation system and handbooks for
faculty, administrative and classified
staff at a Feb. 22 meeting of the
Executive Committee of the
Administrative Staff Council.
Mason said Olscamp has set July 1
as the target date for completion of
the charter, handbook and merit
system revisions, adding that he also
intends to have two new vice
presidents (academic affairs and
student affairs) on campus by that
date.
He noted that Olscamp would
consider a proposal for merit
evalation generated by the
administrative staff for application to
that constituency and said that he
would meet with members of the ASC
regarding the revisions In the
handbook and charter.
The EXecutlve Committee also
discussed a reporting base for the

ASC, indicating a preference for
receiving its budgetary support from
the academic affairs area because ail
administrative staff personnel files
are now maintained in that office.
Mason raised the question of whether
the group should be based in the
present personnel office or in a new
personnel office operating only for
administrative staff.
In other business, the committee
reviewed the budget planning process
which has been instituted by
Olscamp, noting there may be a need
to define "non-academic" more
clearly in the budgeting processes
and to include involvement in budget
determinations below the vice
presidential level in "non-academic"
areas.
Dr. Judi Roller, registration and
records, was named to represent the
ASC on this year's Advisory
Committee on General Fee
Allocations.
It also was noted that MONITOR
will be used to communicate
business of the ASC and the
executive committee to the full
administrative staff.

.)

LIBRARY PATROL. Seven students have been
hired by the Jerome Library and trained by Campus
Safety and Security to ensure the safety and security of

library patrons and materials and to help direct people
through the library.
While on duty the student "monitors," who wear
brown vests with BGSU patches and picture IDs, are

responsible for enforcing the library's new eating.
drinking and smoking policies which limit those activities to the snack room and restrooms.
To further encourage compliance with the new rules,
the library also is making improvements in the snack
room area. including adding more seats and installing
a smoke-eater.

Education professor seeks orphan emigrants
So he applied for, and was granted,
a Faculty Improvement Leave to
examine original documents in
Canada and England. With about
$1,500 in departmental, college and
faculty research grants, he spent a
week in late August at the National
Archives of Canada in Ottawa In
September he was in England,
pouring through records of the British
Museum Library and other libraries
with extensive government holdings.
In addition, through arrangements
made by a colleague, Phillips was
able to interview several people in
their 80s and 90s who gave him firsthand accounts of the latter stages of
Britain's child emigration period that
peaked in the 1800s.
During his final week in England
Phillips came across a most
serendipitous find. While rummaging
through records of the Royal
Philanthropic Society, he found a
ledger of letters written by emigrant
boys living in Oswego, N.Y.
Why New York? To Phillips'
knowledge, the Philanthropic Society
did not send youngsters to the United
States. Did they somehow arrive in
Oswego via Canada, or were some of
these children actually sent to the
United States?

Those are questions that Phillips
plans to pursue in future research
projects. He is hoping to publish
these letters.and others from
emigrant children in collaboration
with Gillian Wagner, a British writer
who recently published "Children of
the Empire," a book about emigrant
children.
The Philanthropic Society, founded
in 1788, is important to any study of
child emigration because the society
operated reformatory schools in
England during the early and middle
19th century and many of the ·
schools' "graduates" became
emigrees to countries around the
world, Phillips said. The society
encouraged its former wards to write
of their adventures and these letters
reveal a great deal about their
hardships and trials, as well as their
joys.
But there were also more
emigrants. During the 1800s,
England's cities were teeming with
vagrants and orphans, a situation
which became somewhat of a
problem. Many led terrible lives as
they were picke~ up off the streets
and sold into slavery and sent to the
colonies. Others were victims of
Britain's harsh penal system, which

I
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Fifty-three faculty will be on leave for all
Dr. Edward D. Ascus, special education, decisions;
Dr. V.N. Krishnan, economics, spring
or part of the 1983-84 academic year as
spring semester, for research and study to
semester, to study computer application
part of the University's Faculty
develop expertise in school psychology,
for managerial economics and economic
Improvement Leave program.
special education, non-discriminatory
development;
Initiated in 1977-78, the leave program is assessment, multicultural teaming,
Dr. Richard Kruppa, technology, spring
designed to encourage professional
computer utilization 1n school psychology
semester,
to develop computer-assisted
development of the faculty through
and special education, and working with
instruction
knowledge and skills;parents of handicapped children;
advanced study. Leaves are granted to
Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster, computer
tenured faculty with seven or more years
Dr. Margy Gerber, German and Russian,
science, spring semester, for research on
of service at Bowling Green for both
academic year, for research on the
routing algorithms for packet-switching
development and research-related
evolution of the theory and practice of
networks;
,
activities.
socialist realism in the German
Dr. Michael Marsden, popular culture,
The following faculty will participate in
Democratic Republic;
summer, to either participate in a postthe leave program in 1983-84:
Dr. Stuart Givens, history, spring
doctoral fellowship program offered by the
Dr. Patrick Alston, history, spring
semester, to update the written history of
Society for Values in Higher Education to
semester, for intensive Japanese language the University;
study cross-disciplinary topics in the
study, either in Japan with a Japan
Dr. Herbert Greenberg, speech
humanities or to study fairs, festivals and
Foundation Fellowship or at the University communication, spring semester, to
celebrations in the Midwest;
of California, Berkeley;
conduct research on acoustic immittanca
Robert Mazur, art, spring semester, for
Dr. Frank Baldanza, English, academic
at Kresge Hearing Research Institute;
research in impasto painting techniques;
year, for research and study of Canadian
Cynthia Groat, biological sciences,
Dr. Charles McCaghy, sociology, spring
literature;
spring semester, to work and study with
semester,
to be a visiting scholar at the
Dr. Michael Bradie, philosophy,
William Evans, executive director of
Australian Institute of Criminology;
academic year or spring semester, to
Hubbs-Sea World Research Institute in
Dr. Richard Messer, English, fall
research the "Metaphorical Structure of
San Diego;
semester, for research and writing on
Dr. Theodore Groat; sociology, spring
Evolutionary Theory;"
John Fowles:
Dr. Bartley Brennan, legal studies,
semester, for research and work on a
Dr. Fred Miller, philosophy, academic
spring semester, to conduct research for a book Fenility and Family Planning: An
year,
for a research project on "A
Legal Environment of Business textbook
Interdisciplinary Perspective;
Classical Foundation for Individual
and related course materials;
Dr. Arjun Gupta, mathematics and
Rights;"
Dr. M. Neil Browne, economics, fall
statistics, fall semester, for research in
Dr. Paul Mueller, finance and insurance,
multivariate statistical analysis;
semester, for research and study on the
fall semester, for research on the
Dr. Mear1 Guthrie, business education,
topic "Active Learning in Introductory
evaluation of the efficiency of the stock
Social Science Courses;"
fall semester, to survey collegiate
options market;
Dr. Richard Burke, educational
business education department facilities
Dr. Z. Michael Nagy, psychology, fall
foundations and inquiry, fall semester, for and equipment and education needed in
semester,
for research on
business offices;
advanced study in the field of mental
psychobiological studies of learning and
health in education;
Dr. John Hiltner, gerontology, spring
memory in developing animals;
Dr. Antonio Buron, romance languages,
semester, to develop additional expertise
Otto Ocvirk, art, spring semester. for
fall semester, for research in Spain on
in the area of long-term care/nursing home
investigation
and application of multiple
Spain's demographic experience in the
administration;
·
stone sculpture;
West Indies and completion of a textbook,
Dr. Harry Hoemann, psychology,
Dr. Jaak Panksepp, psychology, spring
Cultura y Civilizacion de Mexico y el
academic year, for research on the
semester, for research on emotions and
Caribe;
development of communication skills in
diabetes;
Dr. John Chun, humanities, Firelands,
children born profoundly deaf;
Dr. Ronald Partin, educational
Dr. Charles Holland, mathematics .and
academic year, for research on Moby Dick;
foundations
and inquiry, for research and
Ronald Coleman, art, fall semester, to
statistics, academic year, for research on
writing
of
a
book,_Time
Management for
study computer/video graphics in the
ordered groups;
Educators;
creation ol aesthetic graphic forms,
Dr. Peggy !shier, educational curriculum
Dr. Adella Peters, educational
and instruction, fall semester, for
individual style and personal statement;
foundations and inquiry, spring semester,
Dr. Charles Crow, English, spring
investigation of current practices and
for a comparative education review and
semester, for research on "Home and
research in the areas of instruction and
update;
Transcendence in California Fiction;"
evaluation;
Dr. Peter Pinto, management, one
Rex Elkum. music performance studies,
Dr. Louis Katzner, philosophy, academic
semester to develop and test a
year or one semester, for research on
academic year, to study style Jnd
computerized procedure for solving
Interpretation of 20th century
justice, rights and the individual;
general class· scheduling and to develop
British/Australian solo art songs with
Dr. Stu.rt Keeley, psychology, fall
oomputerized procedures for use in ..
individual composers and/or lea.ding living semester, to evaluate re~~ch literature
.te&ctitng prQ<ll.!ct~1H>peratlons
·
··' ·' eiipof'ients of their art; ·
. '
·. · ·. ·. .·. · .retev1111t to div~lated .c.h.1~. ~1.!$t~Y.

TO: The l)niversity Community
.The purp?se of this let.ter is to announce the formation of a Universitycommittee to examine and review the Student Code. The student body
profile and local, state, and federal laws have changed since the present
Code was formulated, suggesting a complete study.
·
. ~urthermore, re~ponses to changes proposed earlier this year have
indicated that a different review process is desired. Since the Student Code
has an effect on us all, we feel that a broadly-based committee
rep.r~sentative of the University Community should participate in the
rev1s_io.n process. This committee will include students, faculty, staff,
administrators and a representative of the City of Bowling Green. Actual
membership will be announced soon.
vye awee as recently proposed, and we hope you will also, that the
University should be able to deal swiftly through summary suspension with
individuals who cause a threat to themselves or others and that
misdemeanors which occur off campus should be dealt with by civil
authorities. Furthermore, the Student Code should be made consistent with
the Ohio Revised Code, and should also serve the educational mission of
• the University. We plan to bring these latter issues to the Board of Trustees
in March.
w1d~

Sincerely,
Paul J. Olscamp
President, BGSU
Karen Aldred
President, Graduate Student Senate
Everett Gallagher
President, Undergraduate Student
Government

Hearings set on proposals
for Academic Charter-revision

Improvement leaves awarded to 53 faculty

{

their students submit an ethnic-oriented folk art project for the competition. Entries may include, but are
not limited to, architecture, art. rostuming. criticism,
crafts, cuisine, dance, festivals, furnishings, jewelry,
music, literature, philosophy and poetry.
Completed works are being accepted now in the
ethnic studies department office, 117 Shatzel Hall,
where additional infonnation is available.

Student Code to be reviewed

On leave in England

Dr. Trevor Phillips does not
consider himself a "researcher," at
least not in the conventional sense.
As a professor of educational
foundations and inquiry, he has
always tried to keep current with new
and improved methods of
undergraduate teaching. Since 1967
he has edited the journal New
Directions in Teaching, which, until it
ceased publication last summer, had
a high readership among educators.
But in 1981 Phillips came across a
reference to the emigration of
children from England - more than
100,000 vagrant or orphan youngsters,
ages six to 18, sent to Canada, and
thousands more sent to all corners of
the British Empire - that sparked his
research interest.
After all, he was an emigrant
himself, born in England and moving
to Canada as a youngster (his
circuinsfances were different than
those of the children he studied; he
sailed to Canada first class on the
S.S. Aquitania).
He began checking libraries to
learn all he could about the homeless
children. "I became totally engrossed
in these children," he recalled, but
literature on the subject was, at best,
sparse.

ETHNIC ARTS PRIZE TO BE AWARDED. April
4 is the deadline for students to submit completed
works for the Flora Bloch Ethnic Arts Award, which includes a $250 first prize, a $100 second prize and a
$50 third prize.
• Dr. Robert L. Perry, ethnic studies, chairs the
awards committee, which will judge entries to the competition. Perry said faculty are encouraged to have

management;
Frances Povslc, library, academic year,
for research on Eastern Europe in
children's literature: a comprehensive
research bibliography of children's fiction
in English;
•.
Dr. Donald Ragusa, psychology, fall
semester, for study in the theory of
measurement. the multiple regression
theory and applications, motivation and
stress factors of work, and computer
knowledge;
Dr. Victor Repp, technology, spring
semester, for curriculum upgrading in
selected manufacturing technologies;
Dr. V. Frederick Rickey, mathematics
and statistics, academic year, for research
on the history of logic and mathematics;
Dr. Robert Romans, biological sciences,
fall semester, for research and writing on
fossils of Ohio;
Dr. Rene Ruiz, romance languages,
spring semester, for research and writing
on distinguished philosophers in the
Spanish-speaking world;
Dr. Klaus Schmidt, German and
Russian, academic year, for research for a
series of conceptual glossaries and a ·
conceptual dictionary of Medieval German
epics of the High Courtly period;
Dr. Wei Shih, applied statistics and
operations research, one semester, for a
Fulbright senior lectureship in the
People's Republic of China or study of
recent developments in applications and
certain algorithms in network
programming;
Dr. Marilyn Solt, English, academic year,
for research on Canadian children's
literature in English;
Dr. Daniel Tutolo, educational
curriculum and instruction, fall semester,
for an observational study of beginning
reading/writing programs in Italy;
Dr. James Wilcox, speech
communication, spring semester, for
research on recurring analogies in
reformist and revolutionary rhetoric in
social movements of the 1960s and 1970s;
Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English, spring
semester, for research and writing on
Thomas DeOuincey's criticism of the
poetry of William Wordsworth and a
critical assessment of the film work of
Eva Marie Saint;
Dr. Wamtn Wolle. romance languages,
academic year, for a study.of French·
Canadian
literature
and culture. . ,
.
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University Union (Copy of proposal to
be distributed to faculty early in the
week);
Tuesday, March 15 - Hearing on
academic program proposal, 10:30
a.m. to noon, McFall Center Assembly
Room;
Wednesday, March 16 - Hearing
on academic program proposal, 4-5:30
p.m., Campus Room, University Union;
Thursday, March 17 Presentation/discussion of the
proposed Faculty Contract Manual
aspects, 2:30-4:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room (Copy of proposal to
be distributed to faculty earlier in
week);
Monday, March 21 - Hearing on
faculty contract aspects primarily, but
discussion may continue on
academic programs, 4-5:30 p.m., Town
Room, University Union;
Tuesday, March 22 - Firelands
hearing (at Firelands College), 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m.;
Thursday, March 24 - Hearing on
any aspect of revision, 10:30 a.m.,
Town Room, University Union;
Wednesday, April 6 - Hearing on
any aspect, 4 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room;
Thursday, April 7 - Hearing on any
aspect, 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.,
McFall Center Assembly Room, and
again from 3-5 p.m. in the Assembly
Room.
In addition to the all-faculty
hearings in which Faculty Senators
may participate, the senate will meet
to discuss the charter revisions at
Administrative staff have been
2:30 p.m. in the McFall Center
granted the same library borrowing
Assembly Room on the following
privileges as faculty, effective Feb. 1.
dates:
The new policy will allow all
Tuesday, March 8 - Special
administrative staff to borrow a book
hearing;
from one of the University libraries for
Tuesday, March 15 - Official
an entire semester. Previously the
meeting Y!ith hearing;
borrowing time had been limited to
Tuesday, March 22 - Special
two weeks.
hearing;
All books borrowed for a semester
Tuesday, April 5 - Special hearing;
will, however, be subject to a recall
Tuesday, April 12 - Official
policy which stipulates that materials
meeting to vote.
The locations for the March 8 and
needed by someone else must be
returned within a reasonable period of March 22 meetings have changed
time. The same policy Is enforced for
since announced last week in
~II borrowers.
• .. MON.ITOR.

The entire m9nth of March will be
devoted to faculty and Faculty Senate
discussion of draft proposals for
revision of the University Charter, and
the committee charged with revising
the document has set a series of
hearings on those drafts in which all
faculty are encouraged to participate.
Dr. Betty van der Smissen, health,
physical education and recreation
and chair of the charter revision
committee, emphasized that nothing
has yet been finalized in the revision
process and said faculty input is
urgently needed by the committee as
it continues its work.
The draft proposals to be
discussed at the hearings this month
focus on the key aspects of the
proposed changes, she said, noting
that all faculty will receive advance
copies of the proposals to be
debated. A package which will
include all parts of the proposed
charter revisions, based on previous
input, will be mailed to faculty during
the spring break, van der Smissen
added'.
Following is a schedule of the allfaculty charter hearings in March and
early April:
Thursday, March 10 Presentation/discussion of the
proposed academic programs
revision, 2:30-4:30 p.m., Town Room,

Administrators have
new library privilege

Committee begins search
for assistant A & S dean
Dr. Thomas Anderson, geography,
has been named to chair a search
and screening committee charged
with identifying and recommending
candidates for the position of
assistant dean in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The search for an assistant dean,
to succeed Ors. Allen Kepke, current
associate dean, and Kenneth
Rothrock, current acting assistant
dean, will be conducted within the
college. Both Kepke and Rothrock
have requested reassignment to fulltime teaching effective with the fall
semester 1983. Kepke has been in the
college office 13 years and Rothrock
the past three.
Applicants for the assistant dean's
position should send a current
resume and three current letters of
recommendation to Anderson, in care

Women's studies
sponsors competition
The women's studies program is
offerjng $100 cash prizes for the best
undergraduate and best graduate
entries in its annual manuscript
competition.
The "Women's Studies Alumni
Prize" will be awarded for the best
scholarly manuscripts illuminating
the lives, roles, achievements and
status of women - past or present.
Faculty and staff are encouraged to
invite students to enter the
competition. Manuscripts submitted
for the contest may be original
material written for the prize
competition or works prepared for a
class. Only previously unpublished
entries will be accepted.
The deadline to submit an entry,
including an original and one copy, is
5 p.m. Monday, March 21. All
manuscripts must range in length
from 1,200 to 8,700 words and may be
in the form of an essay, research
paper, critique or philosophical
argument. Entries will be judged by a
jury of University faculty with student
representation.
For further information call the
women's studies office, 372-2620.

of the college office, no later than
March 21. Applicants should hold a
probationary or tenured faculty
appointment in a department or
school in the College of Arts and
Sciences and a terminal degree in an
academic discipline.
The assistant dean's position
encompasses providing general
supervision/direction, assessment
and development of college-based,
student-centered programs and
includes academic advising, student
recruitment, alumni involvement and
academic appeal proceedings. The
assistant dean will coordinate the
work of the college advising staff and
will be expected to retain a 50
percent teaching load during the
academic year while maintaining a
reasonable level of scholarly/creative
activity.
The committee will recommend five
unranked candidates for the position
to Dr. Kendall Baker, dean, who will
make the final selection. In addition
to Anderson the committee includes
Dr. Fred Miller, philosophy; Dr. David
Newman, chemistry; ()arlene Thomas,
arts and sciences, and Dr. Denise
Trauth, speech communication.

Nominees sought
for service awards
Faculty and staff who know seniors
who have given distinguished service
to the University during their college
careers are encouraged to nominate
those students for the Distinguished
Service Award.
Any student who graduates in the
1982-83 academic year is eligible for
consideration for the award, which
recognizes seniors for their "high
character and outstanding service
contributions to the University
through one or more areas of
service."
Nomination forms are available in
305 Student Services Bldg. or by
calling 372-2147. The absolute
deadline for receipt of all
nominations is 5 p.m. Wednesday,
March 16.

Administrative Staff Council
Philip Mason, assistant to the
president who will serve as a
communication liaison between the
Administrative Staff Council and
President Olscamp, reported on the
president's plans for revising the
Academic Charter, the merit
allocation system and handbooks for
faculty, administrative and classified
staff at a Feb. 22 meeting of the
Executive Committee of the
Administrative Staff Council.
Mason said Olscamp has set July 1
as the target date for completion of
the charter, handbook and merit
system revisions, adding that he also
intends to have two new vice
presidents (academic affairs and
student affairs) on campus by that
date.
He noted that Olscamp would
consider a proposal for merit
evalation generated by the
administrative staff for application to
that constituency and said that he
would meet with members of the ASC
regarding the revisions In the
handbook and charter.
The EXecutlve Committee also
discussed a reporting base for the

ASC, indicating a preference for
receiving its budgetary support from
the academic affairs area because ail
administrative staff personnel files
are now maintained in that office.
Mason raised the question of whether
the group should be based in the
present personnel office or in a new
personnel office operating only for
administrative staff.
In other business, the committee
reviewed the budget planning process
which has been instituted by
Olscamp, noting there may be a need
to define "non-academic" more
clearly in the budgeting processes
and to include involvement in budget
determinations below the vice
presidential level in "non-academic"
areas.
Dr. Judi Roller, registration and
records, was named to represent the
ASC on this year's Advisory
Committee on General Fee
Allocations.
It also was noted that MONITOR
will be used to communicate
business of the ASC and the
executive committee to the full
administrative staff.
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PUT IT IN WRITING. MONITOR is continuing to
accept "opinions to the editor" from faculty, classified
and administrative staff for publication in a
"Commentary" section the last Monday of each month.
Thoughtful pieces on any issue facing the University
are invited All commentaries submitted must be signed and typed, double-spaced. Those which introduce a
new topic for campus dialogue should be limited to the

range of 500-800 words. Opinions submitted in
response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
The deadline to submit entries for each month's
"Commentary" section is 5 p.m. on the 15th of that
month. Letters will be published only once each
month.
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Effective teaching topic
Exhibits
for_ workshop and institute
Why do students resist when
faculty invite them to think and what
can be done about it?
How can lectures and discussions
in the classroom be improved?
What is effective teaching?
These questions and others will be
addressed in a workshop to be
presented on campus on Friday,
March 18.
Dr. John F. Noonan, director of the
Center for Improving Teaching
Effectiveness at Virginia
Commonwealth University, will lead
the workshop "from 2:3()-4:30 p.m. in
126 West Hall.
Noonan, who received both
master's and doctoral degrees in
English from Bowling Green in 1965
and 1969, respectively, is known

Book collector to be
banquet speaker
A noted author; -educator and book
collector will be the guest speaker at
the fourth annual Friends of the
University Libraries and Center for
Archival Coliections spring banquet.
Dr. John (Jack) Matthews, a
professot' of ·englisff Ohio
University, will speak on "Collecting
Rare Books for Pleasure and Profit"
at the March 18-banquet in the Mileti
Alumni Center.
A native of Columbus, Matthews is
the author of a book on collecting
rare books as well as several novels
and collections of poetry and short
stories.
Distinguished writer-in-residence at
Wichita State University during
1970-71, he taught at Urbana College
before joining the Ohio University
faculty in 1964.
The evening program will begin
with refreshments at 6:15 p.m., and
dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
Reservations can be made by calling
the dean's office at the Jerome
Library (2-2856) before March 15. The
cost of the banquet is $15 per person.

throughout the country as an expert
on effective teaching. His program
will include recordings made in a
variety of college classes that
generate active participation by those
who attend the workshop.
Noonan also will conduct an
intensive "Institute on Teaching and
·Learning" on Friday evening (March
18) and Saturday (March 19) for a
limited number of faculty. A central
feature of the institute will be
teaching practica, seven to 10-minute
"classes" taught by participating
faculty and discussed by the group.
The primary purpose of the institute
is to assist participants with
evaluating and improving their own
teaching.
Advance registration is required for
both the workshop and the institute
and should be completed immediately
by contacting the Faculty
Development Center, 402-404
University Union.
Noonan's visit is being cosponsored by the Faculty
Development Center, biological
sciences department, College of Arts
and Sciences, College of Education
and Center for Educational Options.
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CLASSIAED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: Monday, March
14, 1983
3-14-1
Electrician 1
Pay Range7
Plant Operations & Maintenance
Cashier 1
Pay Range3
Bursar's Office

CONTINUING VACANCIES
3-7·1
Custodial Worker
Pay Range2
Student Recreation Center

Secretary 1
Pay Range 26
- Center for Archival Collections

3-7-2

3-7-3

-

StCilabel* 1 . PayRange25
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Commuter Center Reading by Marianna
Hofer, creative writing graduate student,
6:30 p.m., Commuter Center Lounge,
Moseley Hall. Free.
Annual Grove Patterson Address by
Associated Press special correspondent
George Esper, 7 p.m., Holiday Inn, 1550 E.
Wooster. Tickets may be purchased at 104
University Hall.
"A Strange Saint," German film with
English subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
Geology lecture by Or. Maurice
Schwartz, professor of geology and
education at Western Washington
University, on the natural processes
involved in the formation of the coastal
Baltic, Black and Caspian sea regions, 8
p.m., 300 Moseley Hall. Free.
"Managing Information In Database
Systems," lecture by Or. Thomas Steele,
senior researcher for Bell Laboratories, 8
p.m., 70 Overman Hall. Free.

Tuesday, March 8
Lecture by Ben Phlegar of the "US
News and World Report," as part of Mass
Communication Week. 1 p.m., Ohio Suite,
University Union. Free.
MAC quarter-final basketball game, 8
p.m., Anderson Arena For ticket
information, contact the Memorial Hall
ticket office, 372-2762.

~n a~ard-winning novelist and a

Friday, March 11
Board of Trustees, 10 a.m., 115
Education Bldg.
Eighth Annual Black Swamp Folk
Festival, workshops on folk music, 1-5
p.m., Perry Croghan Room, University
Union. Free.
"Poltergeist," UAO film series, 7:30, 9:45
p.m. and midnight, Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Admission $1.50 with
University 1.0. Two tickets may be
purchased with one 1.0.
Lecture and piano recital by Jerome
Rose, artist-in-residence, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Saturday, March 12
"Poltergeist," UAO film series, 7:30, 9:45
p.m. and midnight, Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Admission $1.50 with
University 1.0. Two tickets may be
purchased with one 1.0.
MAC basketball final, 8 p.m., Anderson
Arena. For ticket information, contact the
Memorial Hall ticket office, 372-2762.

Sunday, March 13 University Women's Chorus, 3 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Sym,nhony to p'em·ere

Monday, March 14

Tuesday, March 15

Monitor
Monitor Is published WHkly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
Slate Unlftnlty. The dudllne to
submit 11111terlal for the next Issue,
llanday, March 14, Is 5 p.m. Tunday,
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A former University doctoral student, Dr. C. Arthur Mehaffey (kneeling}
recently spent more than two days on campus packing textbooks donated
by College of Education faculty to be mailed to Cuttington University
College near Monrovia in Liberia, West Africa, where he teaches. The books
were collected by Dr. Verlin Lee, educational curriculum and instruction
(standing}, who notified the college faculty of the severe shortage of books
at Mehaffey's institution and asked that surplus texts be contributed. The
books will ~e placed in the library at Cuttington University College, which
has approximately BOO students, 100. gf which are enrolled in a teacher
educat~on program. Mehaffey is one-cif~three.fu/t-ttme faculty on tlJe teacher
education staff. Mehaffey estimated that 450 pounds of books were
contributed. College faculty also are contributing toward the mailing fees
for the books and may still do so by contacting Lee.
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Shrude strikes high note in career

Wednesday, March 9

(2-2106). Deadline: April 1, 1983. Also, business and science librarian. Contact Sharon
Rogers (2-2856). Deadline: May 1, 1983
Marketing: Instructor. Contact Stephen Goodwin {2-2041). Deadline: March 14, 1983
lluslc Education: String specialist, Instructor or assistant professor (anticipated).
Contact Mark Kelly (2-2181). Deadline: April 11, 1983
lluslc Pertonnance Studies: Instructor or assistant professor of trombone. Contact
Edwin Betts (2-2181). Deadline: Aprll 1, 1983
Technology. Assistant professor, graphk:Slprlnt. Contact Barry Piersol (2-2436).
Deadline: Aprll 15, 1983
The following contract posHions have been approved:
Alhtellca: Assistant football coach and assistant football coach - defensive
coordinator (two positions). Contact Denny Stotz (2-2401). Deadline: March 18. 1983
· Deualcpmlftllll Lwftllig cantar: Counselor. Contact Jack Taylor (2-0357). Deadline:

important and that we should hang
on to the_se things. It has a very
combined talents for the world
positive effect."
P.remie.re st_ag.~ production o_f
Since she came to Bowling Green
Mockingbird March 16-19 m the
in 1964, Cheney has earned the title
Main Auditorium of University Hall.
"director of readers theater"
The science fiction novel by Walter something which she says iust
Tevis was adapted into a readers
"evolved" when she started doing
theate~ script b_y Dr. Lois C_hen~y,
about one readers theater production
who will also direct the University
a year. She says she likes the idea of
Theater production.
readers theater because it is
"I was reading 'Mockingbird'
"participatory," with the "audience
strictly for personal pleasure and was doing their job and the readers doing
struck by Tevis' use of imagery. I
theirs."
thought it would lend itself well to
"People will see what they want to
readers theater," Cheney said.
see. At the end of most of my readers
When she finished reading, she
theater shows, people from the
called Tevis for his permission to
audience will come up to me and tell
adapt th: novel. "He was very
me what they saw and it's always
cooperative and. he even agreed to
something different with each
come to the University to see the
person."
production. Everything just kind of
Cheney says she always makes the
fell into place."
end of the production more abstract
Readers theater is a method of
than the beginning because "I can
acting in which the cast reads from
always count on the audience to
the script, usin~ thei~ voices and
imagine things."
~estures as ~heir _ma1_n tools. The rest
"Mockingbird" will be performed at
1s up to the 1magmat1on of the
8 p.m. nightly March 16-19. A 3 p.m.
matinee also has been scheduled on
audience.
Adapting a short story for readers
the 19th.
theater usually takes Cheney about
Tickets, priced at $3.50 for adults
six months, but "Mockingbird" is the
$2-50 for senior citizens and groups'
first novel she has attempted, and the of 15 or more adults, and $1.50 for
task took her a year and a-half.
students, are on sale now at the
"Mockingbird" is science fiction
theater box office.
without a lot of gimmick, according to
Cheney, who says, "It's not space
Shippy or star trekkie. It's the story of
,.,,
,.
I
a man who rediscovers humans, and
it explores the need we have for each
other."
The story is set in the year 2467, in
a world where robots make up most
She is often up at 3 a.m. sitting at
of the population and control their
her kitchen table composing music.
human counterparts. Everything is run
Marilyn Shrude, music composition
by nuclear batteries and there are
and history, says she just can't
rules on privacy and politeness to
devote enough of her time to
keep people from becoming too close composing before she must attend to
to one another.
her family and to her job as an
instructor in the College of Musical
"There's no pain or purpose," says
Arts. That's why she prefers to get an
Cheney. "Everybody's kept calm by
early start.
the advancement of drugs and they
And her early morning risings have
don't need to work. But it's a lonely
paid
off handsomely. In 1981 she was
world.
commissioned
by Yuval Zaliouk,
"The play teaches us a lesson, but
conductor
of
the
Toledo Symphony
it's not a finger-shaking lesson. It
Orchestra,
to
compose
a piece for the
teaches us that work and love are
orchestra. Now, the 13-and-one-half·
minute piece, "Psalms for David," is
complete, and it will be
premiered March 18 and performed
again March 19 as part of the
orchestra's subscription concert
Author Walter Tevis will visit the
series.
campus this week to attend a world
premiere stage production based on
his futuristic novel, "Mockingbird."
Adapted for reader'.s th,eater and
directed by Dr. l.ciis'A. Cheney;· · speech communication,
"Mockingbird" will be staged March
16-19 in the Main Auditorium of
University Hall.
Tevis is expected to attend the
March 17 performance, after\vhich he
will give an open critique of the
production. During his two-day
campus visit, he also will meet with
students and speak to several
classes. His visit is being sponsored
by the University Theater, University
Student Activities and the Artist
Series.
A native of California who taught at
Ohio University from 1965-76, Tevis is
perhaps best known for his books
"The Hustler" and "The Man Who Fell
to Earth," both of which were made.· Marilyn·shrucie
...
into motion pictures.
Un1ve~s1ty speech professor have

A five-day program of activities
Commuter Center Reading by James
featuring more than 50 professionals
deCrescentis, creative writing graduate
from the newspaper, public relations,
student, 6:30 p.m .• Commuter center
magazine, photojournalism and
Lounge, Moseley Hall. Free.
broadcasting fields will be held
"Cla-tlgo," German film with English
March 7-11 on campus.
"BehaYioral Significance of Color,"
subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Entitled "Mass Communications
lecture by Dr. Edward H. Burtt of Ohio
Hanna Hall. Free.
Week," the annual event will feature
Wesleyan University, 3:30 p.m., 112 Life
Bowling Green Chamber Orchestra, 8
more than 30 lectures and panel
Sciences Bldg.
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
"His Girl Friday," film sponsored by the
discussions, including the 12th
Center. Free.
annual Grove Patterson Address to be English department, 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
given this year by George Esper,
Seminar on "The Solomon
special correspondent for the
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Amendment," legislation which ties
Associated Press. Esper will speak
Assembly Room
eligibility for federal student aid to
Andras Szentklralyl, faculty composition
Monday (March 7) at a 7 p.m. banquet registration for the draft, 7 p.m., Alumni
recital,
8 p.m~ Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
at the Bowling Green Holiday Inn.
Room, University Union. Sponsored by the
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Sponsored by the Toledo Blade, the Human Relations Commission.
lecture and banquet are named in
honor of the former Blade editor.
Tickets, priced at $11 for the general
The following faculty positions have been authorized:
public and $9 for students, may be
Ac:countlng and Management Information Systems: Assistant/associate professor,
purchased at the School of
man·agement information systems. Also, instructor in management information systems.
Journalism office, 104 University Hall.
Contact Uoyd Buckwell (2-0045). Deadline: Open
Remaining events for the week,
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Instructor. Contact James Sullivan
most of which are scheduled in the
(2-2363). Deadline: March 25, 1983
Ohio Suite of the University Union,
Arts and Sciences: Assistant dean (internal search only). Contact Thomas Anderson,
have been organized by students in
chair, search committee (2-2926). Deadline: March 21, 1983
Biological Sciences: Assistant professor. Contact Reginald Noble {2·2332). Deadline:
the various communications
programs and are being supported by
March 15, 1983
Business Education: Instructor (two positions). Contact Mearl Guthrie (2-2904).
the radio-tv-film department, the
Deadline: April 15, 1983
School of Journalism, the Blade and
College Student Per.sonnet Assistant professor. Contact Gerald Saddlemire (2-0151).
the Alumni Association's Parents
Deadline: April 4, 1983
Club.
Education: Director, Clinical Laboratory. Contact Robert Reed, chair, screening
Monday has been designated as
committee (2-0151). Deadline: April 1, 1983
news-editorial day; Tuesday as
Educational Cuntculum and Instruction: Assistant professor. Contact Verlin lee
photography and magazine day;
(2-0151). Deadline: April 15, 1983
Health, Physical Education and Aecr9atlon: Assistant professor. Contact Ina Temple
Wednesday as public relations day;
Thursday as broadcast day and (2-0344): Deadline: April 16, 1983
Legal Studies: Assistant professor (two positions). Contact Lynn Ward (2-2377).
Friday as Women in Communication
Deadline: March 18, 1983
Inc. day.
Ubfary: Coordinator, acquisitions. Contact Joan Repp, chair, search committee
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Nlne-month part-Um& PayRange3
College of Musk:al Arts

Monday, March 7

Fiction Reading by author Jayne Anne
Phillips, 8 p.m., 126 West Hall. Free.
MAC semi-final basketball, 8 p.m.,
Anderson Arena. For ticket information,
contact the Memorial Hall ticket office,
372-2762.
"Shop Around the Comer," UAO film
series, 8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.

faculty/Staff Positions

Employment
Opportunities

3-14-2

Communication Week
observed March 7 -11

Cheney b~ings Tevis novel
to campus theater stage

Thursday, March 10

Art Therapy Student Exhibition, through
March 13, McFall Center Gallery. Gallery
hours are 8:30 am. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays.
Annual Graduate Art Student Exhibition,
through March 27, Fine Arts Gallery,
School of Art. Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Saturdays
and Sundays.
•

March 14, 1983

Bowling Green State University

'Mockingbird' author
plans campus visit

1

The commission marks a
watershed in the music instructor's
career.
"It is a REAL honor," Shrude
beams. "Many orchestras today shun
playing modern compositions. They
say they are too difficult to perform
and require a lot of rehearsal time.
But one of my pieces has been
accepted and is going to be part of a
subscription series. Now that's
wonderful!"
"Psalms for David" was inspired by
the Book of Psalms in the Old
Testament, according to its
composer. Shrude read the analyses
of biblical scholars concerning the
Old Testament and thoroughly
researched Hebrew and Arabic music,
the latter which she describes as
strikingly similar to the music of the
Jews.
Yet "Psalms for David" was not
entirely inspired by the Bible. Shrude
also has a three-year-old son named
David.
This is not the first time the
composer, who studied theology
while an undergraduate at Alverno
College, has been inspired by both
the Bible and her children. While
expecting her daughter Maria, now 7,
Shrude wrote "Genesis: Notes to the
Unborn," which was premiered by the
Northwestern University Symphony
Orchestra in 1977.
The Chicago native, who is
completing work on her doctorate at
Northwestern University, has also
been inspired by the mythplogy of
ancient cultures. "Enuma Elish" is

one piece so-inspired. Written for the
curator of music at the Cleveland Art
Museum and a former instructor,
Karel Paukert, it originated from the
Babylonian myth of creation, a myth
surprisingly reminiscent of Genesis,
she says.
Shrude's Polish heritage led her to
compose "Solidarnosc" in 1982.
Written for the piano, it is a work
which borrows from Chopin's
"Nocturne in B major" as well as
from "Jeszcze Polska," the Polish
national anthem.
In addition, she has turned to other
artists for ideas. "Drifting Over a Red
Place," commissioned by composerclarinetist Dr. Burton Beerman,
composition and history, was
developed from a multi-media work of
the same name by artist Dorothy
Linden. It is Shrude's first attempt at
multi-media, combining the elements
of sound, visuals and dance into one
loosely woven, but highly integrated,
fabric.
She has won several awards,
among them the Faricy Award for
Creative Music, two grants from the
Wyatt Fund and two Ohio Arts
Council grants.
Although she is an accomplished
pianist, Shrude does not consider her
musical talents to lie in performing.
"I am a composer. I've got that
little bug for writing in me," she says.
"It's such hard work and so thankless
in so many ways, but I can do it. It's
what I love to do."
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